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We suggest a straightforward approach to the calculation of the dephasing rate in a fermionic system, which
correctly keeps track of the crucial physics of Pauli blocking. Starting from Fermi’s golden rule, the dephasing
rate can be written as an integral over the frequency transferred between system and environment, weighted by
their respective spectral densities. We show that treating the full many-fermion system instead of a single
particle automatically enforces the Pauli principle. Furthermore, we explain the relation to diagrammatics.
Finally, we show how to treat the more involved strong-coupling case when interactions appreciably modify
the spectra. This is relevant for the situation in disordered metals, where screening is important.
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I. INTRODUCTION

When a quantum system is coupled to an environment,
one central feature of the resulting dynamics is that the quantum system undergoes dephasing, because its degrees of
freedom get entangled with those of the environment. Depending on context, a large variety of approaches have been
developed for calculating the dephasing rate. In the context
of the dephasing of electrons in disordered conductors, as
measured, e.g., via weak localization, these include !giving a
partial list only": a path-integral1 method to solve the diffusion equation for the Cooperon; diagrammatic perturbation
theory;2–6 Fermi golden rule the !FGR" arguments for the
rate of energy exchange between the system and the
environment;7–10 an approach relating the loss of phase of
propagating electrons to the change in state of their
environment9,11 or to the loss of purity;12,13 a semiclassical
approach14 using the paradigm of particle plus !effective"
bath; and elaborations of this idea in terms of FeynmanVernon-type influence functionals for !quantum" Nyquist
noise.7–10,15–17
These methods vary greatly in their level of rigor and/or
physical transparency, and in the level of sophistication employed in dealing with the subtleties that arise due to the
indistinguishability of the electron that is being dephased
from the other electrons that dephase it. The associated
“Pauli constraints” determine the fate of dephasing in the
low-temperature limit,3,4,6–8,10,17 ensuring that the dephasing
rate vanishes in the zero-temperature limit,17 contrary to
some other claims.15,16
The present paper provides a pedagogical and physically
transparent discussion of the role of the Pauli constraints,
without undue pretense of generality or rigor. We do this
within the framework of the so-called SP approach.7–9 Starting from the FGR, it expresses the dephasing rate as a d#dq
integral over a product S̃!# , q"P̃!−# , −q" that involves two
unsymmetrized spectral functions.18,19 The first spectral
function !S̃" describes the fluctuations of the environment,
while the other !P̃" is the power spectrum of the density
fluctuations of the system which characterizes the motion of
the particles. The clear factorization of the relevant physics
1098-0121/2009/80!24"/245410!11"

into system and bath that can exchange frequency !#" and
momenta !q" is the main distinguishing feature of this approach.
Previous works using the SP approach had employed a
function P̃#1$, which describe the spectrum of a single particle propagating in a fermionic environment. To incorporate
the physics of Pauli blocking, which plays an essential role
in determining the upper cutoff on the frequency integral, a
rather heuristic mix of semiclassical and many-body arguments had been employed. The present paper aims to rephrase the discussion of P̃ in the more general context of an
N-body system. The corresponding spectrum P̃#N$ can be
written down using standard and unambiguous many-body
constructions, without recourse to semiclassical arguments,
with Pauli-blocking factors arising in a very natural and standard manner. Remarkably, it turns out that P̃#N$ is proportional to P̃#1$, with the proportionality factor NT = 2T / $F
which is the effective number of thermally excited particles
that can be scattered in a system that has a single-particle
mean-level spacing $F at the Fermi energy. This result justifies the way in which Pauli-blocking factors had previously
been built into P̃#1$ by hand, and places it in a more general
many-body context. It also clarifies the relation of the SP
approach to the influence functional approach10,17 for dealing
with a fermionic system under the influence of quantum Nyquist noise.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section II briefly
reviews the very general “quantum noise approach” to the
problem of dephasing of a quantum system with a discrete
spectrum coupled to an environment. Section III shows that
when this approach is generalized to a many-body system
interacting with an environment, and the FGR is invoked to
calculate the dephasing rate, one readily arrives at an expression of the SP type, with S̃ and P̃ being unsymmetrized spectral functions for the system and for the environment. Section IV discusses the calculation of P̃ for noninteracting
fermions in various contexts: P̃!0" for a single particle; P̃#e$ or
P̃#h$ for an electron or hole excitation in a Fermi sea; P̃#1$ for
the thermally averaged single-particle excitation of the Fermi
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sea; and P̃#N$ for the entire many-body system. In Sec. V we
use SP theory to calculate the dephasing rate of a many-body
system weakly coupled to an environment and establish the
remarkable relation P̃#N$ = !2T / $F"P̃#1$ mentioned above. Finally, Secs. VI and VII discuss the case that the system and
the environment are so strongly coupled that screening takes
place, which modifies the system and/or particle spectral
functions, and puts it into perspective relative to diagrammatic approaches. Several appendices summarize some technical details, including the relation of the SP approach to a
purity-based definition of dephasing recently introduced in
Refs. 12 and 13.
II. QUANTUM NOISE APPROACH AND DEPHASING
FOR SIMPLE SYSTEMS

When considering a quantum system coupled to a dissipative environment, it is useful to apply the perspective of
what we term the quantum noise approach. This means that,
at weak coupling, all the effects of the environment on the
system !dissipation, heating, and dephasing" can be described completely once the frequency spectrum of the noisy
force coupling to the system is known. For a recent general
review of the quantum noise approach, especially in the context of quantum measurement and amplification, see Ref. 20.
For our specific application to dephasing, we will later employ the scheme described in Refs. 7 and 8.
In the present section, we briefly review these ideas for
the case of a general quantum system with a discrete spectrum !e.g., a two-level system". In the next section we extend
these considerations, keeping track of the spatial degree of
freedom, and preparing the ground for a treatment of manybody systems, which is the emphasis of this paper.
Consider a quantum system that couples to some fluctuating force field F̂, such that the interaction is
!1"

V̂ = ÂF̂.

The FGR is an expression for the transition rate from an
eigenstate n to some other eigenstate m of the system, and it
can be written as
%m←n = %&m%Â%n'%2 & S̃## = !Em − En"$.

!2"

Here the quantum noise spectrum S̃!#" is defined as the Fourier transform !FT" of the autocorrelation function,
S̃!#" = FT#&F̂!t"F̂!0"'$ =

(

&F̂!t"F̂!0"'ei#tdt.

!3"

Crucially, such a quantum noise spectrum is asymmetric, in
contrast to the case of a classical stochastic process. This
asymmetry contains important physics. The weight of the
spectrum at positive frequencies indicates the rate of processes where energy is released into the environment,
whereas the weight at negative frequencies belongs to those
transitions where the system receives some energy.
It is now a straightforward observation that the total decay rate out of some given level can be simplified by intro-

ducing the spectrum P̃!#" of the system operator that
couples to the fluctuating force. Indeed, we have
%n = ) %m←n =
m

(

d#
S̃!#"P̃!− # ;En"
2'

!4"

with P̃!# ; En" = FT#&Â!t"Â!0"'$ that has the spectral decomposition
P̃!# ;En" = ) %&m%Â%n'%22'$## − !Em − En"$.

!5"

m

Note that P̃ obviously depends on the initial system state.
The structure of Eq. !4" nicely indicates that each transition
corresponds to extracting energy from the bath and putting it
into the system or vice versa.
We now turn to the issue of dephasing. First we have to
agree on a definition for the dephasing rate %(. The popular
definition is based on a path-integral approach !see Appendix
A", and it has two disadvantages: !i" it becomes ill defined
outside of the semiclassical context; !ii" it involves an uncontrolled semiclassical !stationary phase" approximation
which leads to results involving symmetrized rather than unsymmetrized spectral functions, which are thus not consistent with the FGR picture. If one does not want to a adopt a
context specific definition !e.g., relating to magnetoresistance" it is advantageous to define %( as the decay rate of the
purity12,13 !see Appendix B", leading to a result that does
agree with the heuristic FGR considerations which we clarify
in the next paragraph, as well as with the more sophisticated
diagrammatic approach.
One should be aware that the association between the
FGR transitions and decoherence is not strict for three reasons. !i" Different preparations might have different rates of
decoherence, and consequently there might be !say" two
rather than one time constants. For example, in NMR !see,
e.g., Ref. 21" there are the so-called T1 and T2 time scales
that describe the decay of vertical and horizontal components
of the polarization vector. !ii" A different, non-FGR mechanism might be involved. For example, in NMR the rate 1 / T2
might have a contribution that comes from the so-called
“pure dephasing” type processes which are related to energy
levels fluctuating in time without inducing transitions between them. This contribution would be given by the fluctuation spectrum at zero frequency. !iii" Not any FGR transition implies decoherence but only those that lead to
entanglement and hence change both the purity of system
and that of the environment. This is further explained in
Appendix B after Eq. !B2".
With regard to !i" and !ii" we point out that for the physical system under study, namely, interacting electrons in a
disordered metal in a thermal preparation, the rate %( is assumed to be well defined in a statistical sense: there is no
reason to assume multiple time scales or the existence of a
rival mechanism of dephasing that comes from zerofrequency fluctuations. With regard to !iii" we point out that
in a more sophisticated treatment, using a diagrammatic approach, the elimination of the irrelevant transitions is
achieved by including “vertex corrections.” This leads to an
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effective infrared cutoff in the frequency integral in Eq. !4",
see, for example, Eq. !38" or !41" of Ref. 10. However, our
main concern here is to elucidate the role of Pauli blocking,
which will turn out to introduce an ultraviolet cutoff into the
frequency integral in Eq. !4". Thus, for the purpose of understanding the role of Pauli blocking, it is sufficient to ignore
vertex corrections and to identify %( as %n of Eq. !4", appropriately averaged over the relevant energy window as determined by the preparation or the temperature.
III. QUANTUM NOISE APPROACH APPLIED TO A
MANY-BODY SYSTEM

As we have seen in the previous section, it will be useful
and instructive to write down the formula for the dephasing
rate of a particle interacting with an environment in terms of
an integral over a product of spectral functions that describe
the motion of the particle and the fluctuations of the environment.
In contrast to the preceding discussion, we now want to
keep track of the spatial degree of freedom explicitly, since it
becomes relevant in dephasing of particles moving in interferometers or a disordered medium. More importantly, we
also want to consider the general case of a many-body system
interacting with the environment. This will enable us to automatically take into account the physics of Pauli blocking
which is crucial to correctly describe dephasing at low temperatures. The interaction between the particle!s" and the environment will be written as
V̂ =

(

Û!x")ˆ !x"dx.

((
((

P̃!q, #" = Ld

#&Û!x,t"Û!0,0"'$ei#t−iqxdtdx,

#&)ˆ !x,t")ˆ !0,0"'$ei#t−iqxdtdx.

%( =

!7"

!8"

We assume stationary fluctuations for which the correlation
functions depend only on the time and position differences.
Unless otherwise specified the expectation value assumes a
canonical !thermal" preparation. Note also that in Eq. !8" the
total volume normalization with Ld is required in order to get
expressions where the infinite volume limit is transparent.
The spectral function S̃!q , #" is experimentally well defined:
it is essentially the dynamic structure factor !note remarks
regarding notations in the last paragraph of this section". It is
measurable in principle via scattering experiments, or via the
dielectric function, to which it is related by the fluctuation-

( (
dq

d#
S̃!q, #"P̃!− q,− #",
2'

!9"

which we call the “SP formula” or the “SP theory.” We stress
that it is the unsymmetrized !quantum" versions of S̃!q , #"
and P̃!q , #" that enter this formula !see Refs. 7, 8, and 19".
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the implications of
this statement in the many-body context.
Equation !9" can be derived in the standard way. Consider
the probability to have a transition induced by the systemenvironment coupling. To lowest order in the interaction
!i.e., at short times", it reads
p(!t" =

!6"

Here the number density )ˆ !x" is either $!x − x̂" for a single
particle or its many-body version in general; while Û is the
fluctuating potential, i.e., an operator which is associated
with the environment. In the Heisenberg !interaction" picture
a time index is added so we have Û!x , t" and )ˆ !x , t".
Following Refs. 7 and 8, we define the spectral functions
S̃ and P̃ that characterize the fluctuations of the environment
and the power spectrum of the motion, respectively,
S̃!q, #" =

dissipation theorem: see Appendix C and in particular Eq.
!C8", which describes the equilibrium fluctuations of the
electrostatic potential within a dirty metal. Depending on the
context, the physical identification of the spectral function
P̃!q , #" might be more subtle, as discussed in subsequent
sections.
We consider a situation where the many-body system and
the environment are coupled weakly starting at t = 0, and calculate the rate %( for transitions induced by the coupling. As
already explained in the previous section we identify this as
the dephasing rate. As shown below, the FGR leads to the
following general result:7–9,12,13

=

((
t

t

0

0

&V̂!t2"V̂!t1"'dt2dt1

(( ((
dt1dt2

!10"

dx1dx2

&)ˆ !x2,t2"Û!x2,t2")ˆ !x1,t1"Û!x1,t1"'
=

((

dq

d#
S̃!q, #"
2'

(( ((
dt1dt2

&)ˆ !x2,t2")ˆ !x1,t1"'eiq!x2−x1"−i#!t2−t1" .

dx1dx2
!11"

Employing the standard FGR approach !i.e., going to the
variables !t1 + t2" / 2 and * = t2 − t1, and taking the appropriate
limit of a total time span much larger than the correlation
time", we obtain p( * %(t, with %( given above in Eq. !9".
All the standard caveats of this linear-response treatment
apply. In particular, at very short times, p(!t" will depend
quadratically on time; during intermediate times there is a
Wigner decay that agrees with the FGR; and eventually !latest at the Heisenberg time" the perturbative picture breaks
down. The condition of weak coupling, which we impose, is
tantamount to demanding that there is a large time window
between these two limits, during which the FGR-Wigner approximation is valid.
It is already apparent from the discussion in the previous
section that certain conditions have to be met in order to be
able to identify %( of Eq. !9" as a dephasing rate for some
meaningful, experimentally relevant observable. The situation we have in mind is that of a particle following different
trajectories in an interferometer or traveling through a disor-
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dered medium. In a diagrammatic language, the loss of interference between these trajectories is given by Eq. !9" provided all induced transitions have comparable rates and
provided one is allowed to neglect so-called vertex
corrections.6,10 While these vertex corrections are indeed important in describing, e.g., dephasing in weak localization,
they are not our prime concern here.
We end this section with some brief remarks on notation.
For comparison, we indicate the relation to the notation
adopted in Ref. 9. There it is assumed that the potential U is
induced by a background density ). The relation between the
Fourier components of the potential and the Fourier components of the background density can be written as Uq,#
= Vq,#)q,#. Assuming Coulomb interaction we have Vq,#
= 4'e2 / q2. Consequently S̃!q , #" + %Vq,#%2Ss!q , #", where
Ss!q , #" is identified as the dynamic structure factor. For the
power spectrum of a single-particle excitation, Ref. 9 has
used the analogous notation P̃#1$!q , #" + S p!q , #". These notations are oriented for the study of dephasing of electrons in
dirty metals where the electrons are both the “system” and
the “bath” at the same time. Using these notations the SP
formula becomes
%(#1$ =

( (
dq

d#
%Vq,#%2Ss!q, #"S p!− q,− #".
2'

!12"

The spectral function Ss!q , #" is experimentally well defined
as explained after Eq. !7". In contrast, the object S p!q , #" is a
theoretical construction, motivated by a semiclassical picture
!see next section" but not directly measurable. In any case
both spectral functions represent the ability of the bath and
the system to exchange energy and momentum. Hence the
physical meaning of Eq. !12" is quite transparent. It is the
sum over all !q , #" modes that allow exchange momentum q
and energy # between the particle and the environment. The
relative minus sign between the !q , #" arguments of the two
spectral functions reflects the fact that energy !or momentum" taken by one is given to the other. Thus Eq. !12" is
simply the total rate for exchanging “anything” between the
particle and environment. It can be written down almost by
inspection.
IV. POWER SPECTRUM P̃(q , !)

The purpose of the present section is to calculate the spectral functions P̃ for the motion of noninteracting fermions in
an arbitrary system. We distinguish between single-particle
and many-body spectral functions P̃!0" and P#N$, describing
the dynamics of some observable Â !e.g., the density" in the
context of single-particle quantum mechanics or many-body
Fermi sea physics, respectively. In particular, we show that
the many-body spectral function P̃#N$ can be written as the
single-particle spectral function P̃!0" times the number of fermions within the thermally smeared region around the Fermi
surface.
A. Single-particle spectrum P̃(0)

We start with a very general discussion of spectral functions in noninteracting electronic systems. Given any single

particle observable Â, we define the single-particle power
spectrum of Â in the absence of a Fermi sea as
P̃!0"!# ;E" = FT#&Â!t"Â!0"'$
= ) pn%Amn%22'$## − !Em − En"$.

!13"

nm

Here pn are the microcanonical weights which are peaked
around En , E, namely, pn = $F & $!En − E", where $F is the
mean-level spacing. It is convenient to take the bottom of the
conduction band as the “potential floor” E = 0. Then if follows from the above spectral decomposition that P̃!# ; E"
= 0 for # + −E, implying that the potential floor provides a
lower cutoff for the emission tail. If E is well above the
potential floor than the resulting spectrum P̃!0" is essentially
classical, i.e., symmetric in # provided %#% , E.
It is implied by the definition Eq. !8" that the singleparticle spectral function P̃!0"!q , #" is associated with the
single-particle density operator Â = $!x − x̂" or equivalently
one may say that the fluctuations of the q Fourier component
are associated with the special choice Â = eiqx. As an important example !to be employed later on", we consider the motion of a single particle in a disordered potential. This motion
is diffusive and accordingly
P̃!0"!q, # ;E" =

2Dq2
,
# + !Dq2"2
2

!14"

where D is the diffusion coefficient. Again we emphasize
that it is implicitly assumed that the energy E of the particle
is well above the potential floor, and we regard D as a constant within the energy window of interest.
B. Many-body spectrum P[N]

We now turn to the many-body spectral density. If we
treat the many-body system as a whole then we have to em†
an. Excludploy second quantization to write Â = )mnAmnam
ing the diagonal n = m terms, which are irrelevant to the FGR
transitions we get for a noninteracting system in a thermal
state
P̃#N$!#" = FT&Â!t"Â!0"'
†
an'2'$## − !Em − En"$
= ) %Amn%2&a†namam
nm

= ) #1 − f!Em"$f!En"%Amn%22'$## − !Em − En"$
nm

=

(

=

#/$F
P̃!0"!# ;EF",
1 − e−#/T

dE

$F

#1 − f!E + #"$f!E"P̃!0"!# ;E"
!15"

where the last expression is obtained if P̃!0"!# ; E" is energy
independent in the energy range of interest around the Fermi
energy. Note that, at zero temperature, the first factor becomes $F−1#-!#", cutting off all contributions at negative fre-
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tors “by hand.” One finds #see Eq. !21" below$ that the power
spectrum of a thermalized one-particle excitation is

ω

P̃#1$!#" *
T

Dq2

E
q

FIG. 1. The !q , #" plane. The power spectra in a metallic system
are distributed predominantly within the shaded rectangular area
that indicates an implicit momentum cutoff !inverse of the mean
free path", and an implicit high-frequency absorption cutoff !related
to the rate of collisions". For the SP formula it is essential to realize
that the spectral function S̃eq!q , #" of Eq. !C8" has a lower emission
cutoff which is determined by the temperature T. The power spectrum P̃!−q , −#" of either Eq. !15" or Eq. !21", which is associated
with the diffusive motion of a particle, is concentrated predominantly within the dark region %#% / Dq2. For the SP formula it is
essential to realize that the energy E of the particle implies a frequency cutoff, which is analogous to T. Close to equilibrium one
should take E , T.

quencies. Physically, this represents the fact that a zerotemperature fermion system can only absorb energy. If it
couples to a zero-temperature environment, there will not be
any transitions at all, in contrast to what would be deduced
from the single-particle spectrum P̃!0" alone. The overlap between the power spectra S̃ and P̃!N" is illustrated in Fig. 1.
It is important to discuss the significance of the manybody result. To the extent that interactions can be neglected
this result is exact and does not involve any uncontrolled
semiclassical approximation. One realizes that
1
P̃#N$!#" * NT & P̃!0"!#",
2

for # , T,

1
& P̃!0"!#",
2

for # , T,

!17"

which implies that Eq. !16" can be rewritten as P̃#N$!#"
* NT P̃#1$!#", which holds in the vicinity of the Fermi energy.
One realizes that the factor 1/2 reflects that Pauli blocking of
the downward transitions and persists at high temperatures.
The relation between the spectrum of the single-particle motion and the many-body density fluctuations is a central result of the present section. It will be employed in the next
section to connect the one-body and the many-body dephasing rates.
In the spirit of the prevailing literature we consider separately electrons and holes of arbitrary energy, incorporating
Pauli-blocking factors by hand into the definition of the particle’s power spectrum. For an electron above the Fermi sea
it has been claimed in Refs. 7 and 8 that the Fermi energy EF
is like an effective potential floor. This is implied by the
Fermi statistics, taking into account that a one-body operator
can change the state of only one electron. It also results from
a more detailed analysis of the consequences of Pauli blocking on dephasing, which has been carried out both in the
and
ballistic
context
of
weak
localization6,10
22,23 and which has been illustrated in exactly
interferometers,
solvable models as well.24,25 Consequently we define the
power spectrum of an electron excitation with the appropriate Pauli-blocking factors incorporated
P̃#e$!# ;E" = ) #1 − f!Em"$pn%Amn%22'$## − !Em − En"$
nm

= #1 − f!E + #"$P̃!0"!# ;E".

!18"

An analogous expression is introduced for holes
P̃#h$!# ;E" = ) f!Em"pn%Amn%22'$## − !En − Em"$

!16"

nm

where NT = 2T / $F is the effective number of particles in the
thermally smeared band around the Fermi surface. This factor is extensive, i.e., it grows linearly with the system’s volume. Only these particles can be excited by a small amount
of energy # , 0 being absorbed from the environment, or,
vice versa, they can release some energy into the environment. It is crucial to keep the physics of Pauli blocking correctly in this description. In fact, had we neglected the Pauli
blocking, instead of Eq. !16" we would have obtained
P̃#N$!#" = NP̃!0"!#", where N would have indicated the total
number of particles in the system.

= f!E − #"P̃!0"!# ;E".

!19"

We can thermally average over E using the prescription
G!E" +

(

.

G!E"#− f !!E"$dE,

!20"

−.

where f!E" is the Fermi occupation function which is determined by the Fermi energy EF and the temperature T. Then
we get
P̃#1$!#" + P̃#e$!# ;E" = P̃#h$!# ;E"

C. Single excitation spectrum P[1]

In the present subsection we would like to make contact
with other descriptions in the literature, where the focus is on
the dephasing of a single-particle excitation in the presence
of a Fermi sea. Unlike the many-body calculation above,
such point of view requires to introduce Pauli-blocking fac-

=

-

.

d
#
& P̃!0"!# ;EF".
d# 1 − e−#/T

!21"

Note that, at zero temperature, the first factor is just a step
function -!#", cutting off the contributions from negative
frequencies.
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D. Density fluctuations

By specializing the above general discussion to the case
that Â represents the density operator and using the reasoning
of the present section, we can define the P̃#e$!q , # ; E" of an
electron in the Fermi sea; the P̃#h$!q , # ; E" of a hole in the
Fermi sea; the P̃#1$!q , #" of a single-particle excitation at
equilibrium; and the P̃#N$!q , #" of the whole many-body electronic system.
The results in Eqs. !15", !18", !19", and !21", as well as
the approximations in Eqs. !16" and !17" for the power spectrum of the system are all of the form
P̃!q, #" = f p!#"P̃!0"!q, #",

V. DEPHASING OF A MANY-FERMION SYSTEM FOR
WEAK COUPLING TO THE ENVIRONMENT

The purpose of this section is to work out the many-body
dephasing rate %(#N$ according to SP theory and to compare it
with the single-particle dephasing rate %(#1$ that is obtained
after incorporating Pauli-blocking factors into the spectra, as
described in the previous section. We will see they are equal,
up to a factor describing the number of thermally excited
particles that effectively can participate in the processes leading to dephasing.
Before we derive the dephasing rate, we setup a few simplifications in the notation. The integrand of the SP formula
Eq. !9" includes a product of two spectral functions. We assume that the bath is in thermal equilibrium and therefore the
detailed balance condition that should be satisfies is

S̃!q,− #"

= e#/T .

!23"

-

.

!26"

,
sym

!27"

These definitions allow the SP formula to be written in a
symmetrized form that involves a product of functions that
are symmetric in #. Namely,
%( =

1
2

( (
dq

d# !0"
S̃ !q, #"P̃!0"!q, #".
2'

!28"

In the following Sec. V A we shall discuss the functional
form of T!#", which is crucial for the calculation of lowtemperature dephasing. But first let us illuminate the outcome of Eq. !28" in what can be termed the semiclassical
Nyquist limit. Namely, considering high temperatures, for
which not only P̃!0" but also S̃!0" are classical alike, one realizes that Eq. !28" still contains a nonclassical 1/2 due to the
Pauli blocking of the downward transitions. So strictly
speaking Eq. !28" does not possess a classical limit. If 0 is
independent of # and the motion of the particle involves
only small frequencies %#% , T, then T#1$!#" in the integrand
of Eq. !28" can be replaced by the temperature T, and we get
the simple result
%(#1$ = 1T,

!29"

where the dimensionless 1 is the dq integral over 0. But if
we consider !say" a diffusive electron, then at low temperatures its power spectrum is broader than T if q 2 !T / D"1/2, as
illustrated in Fig. 1. Then the weight which is provided by
T!#" is like an effective cutoff, leading to nonlinear dependence on the temperature. See, e.g., Refs. 7 and 8 for a gallery of various results.
A. Dephasing rate of quasiparticles at equilibrium

!24"

where 0!q , #" is a symmetric function. It represents a generalized friction coefficient !in analogy to the standard notation in the Caldeira-Leggett model". Note that at high temperatures we have S̃!q , #" = 20T.
Without any approximation involved, because the d# integration extends from −. to ., the integrand of the SP
formula can be symmetrized using the replacement
1
F!#" ! /F!#"0sym + #F!#" + F!− #"$.
2

. 2

2#
f p!− #"
1 − e−#/T

S̃!0"!q, #" + 20!q, #"T!#".

It follows that the spectral function can be written as
2#
S̃!q, #" =
0!q, #",
1 − e−#/T

1-

and to define an associated symmetrized spectral function for
the effective thermal fluctuation of the environment

!22"

where f p!#" reflects the way in which the Fermi occupation
statistics manifests itself.

S̃!q, #"

T!#" +

!25"

It is now natural to combine the prefactors in Eqs. !22" and
!24" into a “frequency-dependent temperature” for # transitions

The calculation of the one-body dephasing rate %(#1$ involves the spectral function P̃#1$!q , #" of Eq. !21" and hence
T!#"#1$ +

1-

. -

2#
d
#
−#/T
1−e
d# 1 − e#/T

.2

.

!30"

sym

The calculation of the N-body dephasing rate %(#N$ involves
the spectral function P̃#N$!q , #" of Eq. !15" and hence
T!#"#N$ +

1-

2#
1 − e−#/T

Doing the algebra we get
T!#"#1$ =

-

.-

− #/$F
1 − e#/T

!#/2T"
sinh!#/2T"

.

and T!#"#N$ = !2T / $F"T!#"#1$, leading to
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3 4

%(#N$ = 2

T

$F

%(#1$ .

!33"

We have thus come to the conclusion that the many-body
dephasing rate %(#N$ is equal to the single-excitation dephasing rate %(#1$ which properly incorporates Pauli blocking,
multiplied by a factor NT = 2T / $F that counts the number of
thermally excited particles. At this point it is important to
emphasize that if the interfering entity !system" consists of
Ns constituent particles, all interacting in the same way with
the environment, one expects the dephasing rate to be Ns
times the dephasing rate for a single constituent particle under the same conditions. This is why larger systems are expected to decohere faster.26,27 In our case the effective number of participating particles in the system is NT irrespective
of the actual total number. Thus, without putting in by hand
any Pauli-blocking factors, we have rederived the correct
result that is obtained from a more sophisticated diagrammatic or path-integral analysis.6,10 It is therefore possible to
regard %(#1$ as the dephasing rate per effective particle. Equation !33" represents a central result of the present paper,
whose consequences and modifications will be discussed in
the following.

VI. DEPHASING OF ELECTRONS WITH SCREENING:
THE DIAGRAMMATIC PERSPECTIVE

B. Dephasing rate of a nonequilibrium excitation

It is interesting as well to consider the dephasing rate for
a nonequilibrium one-particle excitation at some energy E.
Then we cannot simply start from the many-body spectrum
P̃#N$ which is calculated for the thermal equilibrium state of
the many-body problem. To make contact with previous approaches in the literature,10 we briefly formulate the nonequilibrium dephasing rate in terms of the present notations. In
Ref. 10 it has been argued that the dephasing rate should be
calculated as
1
%(noneq!E" = #%(#e$!E" + %(#h$!E"$.
2

!34"

If we make a thermal average over E both terms are equal,
but if we consider nonequilibrium excitations a more careful
treatment is required. Using the expressions for P̃#e$!q , # ; E"
and P̃#h$!q , # ; E", the corresponding function in Eq. !22" is
f p!#" = #1 − f!E + #" + f!E − #"$/2,
hence
T!#" =

1-

.

!35"

#
#1 − f!E − #" + f!E + #"$
1 − e−#/T

2

.
sym

!36"
Doing the algebra we get
T!#" =

13 4

FIG. 2. !Color online" The relation between SP theory and standard diagrammatics. !a" Diagrammatic calculation of the singleparticle decay rate to leading order in the density-density interaction. !b" When applying SP theory to a many-body system, one
effectively calculates an extensive diagram, whose value scales with
the number of affected particles !here denoted as “N”". !c" For a
metal with screening, diagrams of this type have to be summed to
yield the single-particle decay rate in RPA. !d" After translation into
the diagrams appearing in SP theory, we see that the bare particlehole bubble has to be used in describing the system’s motion, in
contrast to !e".

2

Up to now, we have treated the weak-coupling case, in
which neither the particle dynamics !i.e., the density fluctuations" nor the potential fluctuations are influenced appreciably by the presence of interactions. It is for this reason that
we have been able to derive the total particle decay rate in
such a simple manner, expressing it through the product of
correlators P̃ and S̃, associated with the particle dynamics
and the potential fluctuations, respectively.
More care has to be exercised when one tries to extend
the framework to cases in which the potential fluctuations
themselves change strongly !even qualitatively" after switching on the interaction. The most important example concerns
the effect of the long-range Coulomb interaction in a metal.
The long-range repulsion suppresses efficiently longwavelength, low-frequency density fluctuations, and the associated potential fluctuations, thus giving rise to screening.
An important counter-intuitive !yet well-known" consequence is that the potential spectrum at small # , q is independent of the electron charge #see Eq. !C8"$.
It will turn out that, for such a situation, the single-particle
decay rate is not correctly reproduced with a naive ansatz, in
which both S̃ and P̃ are obtained for the full interacting system !neither, of course, can we neglect interactions completely in both S̃ and P̃". To shed light on this issue, we now
rephrase the results of SP theory developed here in terms of
diagrams.

1
1
+ #1 − f!E − #" + f!E + #"$ #
2
e −1
#/T

- 3 4

= coth

3 4

3 4.

1
1
E−#
E+#
#
+ tanh
− tanh
2
2
2T
2T
2T

which agrees with Ref. 10.

A. Diagrams for the weak-coupling limit

#,

We first return to the weak-coupling case. In that limit, the
single-particle decay rate is obtained in a diagram of the type
shown in Fig. 2!a". It represents the interaction of the given
particle with the density fluctuations described by the bubble.
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Turning to SP theory, we see the following: its straightforward application to a many-body system produces a diagram
of the type shown in Fig. 2!b". This diagram has no external
lines, and is therefore extensive, i.e., its value grows with
volume. More precisely, as elaborated in our previous discussion, it yields the decay rate multiplied by the number of
particles that can be scattered. Once this feature is taken into
account, one can deduce the single-particle decay rate.
B. Diagrams beyond weak coupling

Let us now have a look at the strong-coupling case, where
screening alters drastically the fluctuations of the density and
the potential. Within the random phase approximation !RPA",
the single-particle decay rate can be calculated using diagrams of the type shown in Fig. 2!c", with an arbitrary number of polarization bubbles inserted to account for screening.
In this way, the correct modified fluctuation spectrum S̃ enters the decay rate. When translating this into an appropriate
extensive diagram #Fig. 2!d"$, the open-ended single-particle
line turns into one particle-hole bubble. The latter corresponds to the density-density correlator evaluated in the absence of interactions. In contrast, in a literal !naive" application of SP theory to the many-body problem with screening
one might be tempted to employ the screened density-density
propagator #Fig. 2!e"$, which gives incorrect results.
The source of the difficulty is quite obvious when comparing Fig. 2!e" to Fig. 2!c". The origin of the bubble is the
single-particle line, which appears since we are interested in
the coherent propagation of the particle. We are not interested in the propagation of a density perturbation that enters
diagram !e".
The issue discussed here is independent of whether we are
in the ballistic or the diffusive regime or of what are the
details of the model. In any case, the correct application of
SP theory requires to employ the full potential fluctuations
#N$
,
!including screening" for S̃, while looking at the bare P̃free
calculated for the noninteracting system.
VII. SELF CONSISTENT POINT OF VIEW FOR THE
DEPHASING OF INTERACTING ELECTRONS

We now want to clarify within the SP approach how
screening should be handled and demonstrate the consistency
with the diagrammatic perspective of Sec. VII. In a dirty
metal the motion of electrons is diffusive, and there is a
screening effect due to the long-range Coulomb interaction.
The fluctuations of the electrostatic potential U reflect the
many-body fluctuations in the density of the electrons via the
Coulomb law
S̃!q, #" =

3 4

1 4'e2
Ld q2

2

P̃!q, #"

!37"

with S̃ and P̃ defined by Eqs. !7" and !8", respectively. The
equilibrium fluctuations of the induced electrostatic fluctuations S̃eq!q , #" are trivially related to the dynamic form factor
P̃eq!q , #" by the above relation and can be determined self-

electron(s)

electron(s)

bath of phonons

Γ

the other
electrons

#electrons

FIG. 3. !Color online" We first consider noninteracting electrons
in a box !Ref. 28" of volume Ld coupled to a bath of phonons at
temperature T. The solid curve on the right illustrates how the decay
rate of the purity depends on the number of electrons in the system.
If the electrons were not identical !dotted line" one would get %
= N%#1$, but due to the Fermi statistics one obtains a saturation at
% = NT%#1$. In the case of N interacting electrons in a dirty metal,
with no bath of phonons involved, one can define a bunch of Ns test
particles as the system, !Ref. 29" while all the other N − Ns electrons
constitute the fluctuating environment. We have in mind Ns , N,
while for !N − Ns" , N, the role of system and environment is
flipped.

consistently using the fluctuation-dissipation relation !see
Appendix C"
S̃eq!q, #" =

-

.

1
2#
.
2
3Dq 1 − e−#/T

!38"

If we want to calculate the single-particle dephasing rate %(#1$,
then one option is to obtain P̃#1$!q , #" from a blend of semiclassical and many-body considerations as in Sec. IV. But we
are trying in this paper to explore an alternative route, where
the single-particle dephasing rate is defined as the manybody dephasing rate %(#N$ per effective particle as in Eq. !33".
The main difficulty that immediately arises, once interacting
electrons are concerned, is how to define the system for
which the calculation is done. The proper formulation of the
system-bath paradigm becomes tricky once electrons are
both the system and the bath !see illustration in Fig. 3". In
particular we have to determine what is P̃#N$!q , #" for the
case that screening is important. Here we encounter a conflict
between two opposing points of view, which we discuss below.
There are two ways to determine P̃#N$!q , #". On the one
hand, within the framework of the heuristic semiclassical
approach of Sec. IV, the spectral function P̃#N$!q , #" should
be given by Eq. !15" which treats the electrons as noninteracting. On the other hand, within the formal framework it
describes the fluctuations of the many-body density of the
electrons, and therefore should equal P̃eq!q , #" as defined
after Eq. !37". But then one realizes that for an interacting
system P̃#N$!q , #" is very different from P̃eq!q , #". So it
seems that we have here an inconsistency.
In order to resolve the apparent inconsistency we have to
clarify the physical meaning of the phrase dephasing rate per
particle. This notion is not problematic conceptually if the
environment is a distinct entity !phonon bath". But in the
case of a dirty metal this distinction is blurred: obviously we
cannot regard the same particles as both the system and “environment.”
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It turns out that a reconciliation of the formal fluctuationdissipation analysis with the heuristic approach is possible
provided we define the system as a bunch of noninteracting
test particles,30 whose density fluctuations are simply those
of diffusing, noninteracting electrons. We can obtain the
power spectrum of the “minority” test particles, starting from
Eq. !C2", but replacing Utotal by the fluctuating potential U
produced by the “majority” particles. This effectively omits
screening effects in the calculation of the test-particle density
fluctuations

)q,# =

!4/e2"q2
Uq,# .
i# − Dq2

!39"

Note that the ) of the system !minority fraction of electrons"
is assumed to be much smaller than the total electronic density )elct that appears in the FDT derivation, hence one can
neglect the back-reaction effect. In other words, as far as the
minority ) is concerned we do not take the screening into
account, and treat them as noninteracting. From Eq. !39",
together with Eqs. !7" and !8" and the Einstein relation 4
= e2D3, we get immediately
#N$

P̃ !q, #" = L

=

d

5

5

3Dq2 2 eq
S̃ !q, #"
i# − Dq2

#/$F
P̃!0"!# ;EF",
1 − e−#/T

!40"

!41"

where for the second line we recalled Eq. !14" for P̃!0" and
Eq. !C8" for S̃eq. This result agrees with Eq. !15" as if we
could regard the electrons as diffusing but noninteracting. It
is important to appreciate that we have obtained here a nontrivial profound relation that bypasses the heuristic approach
which is required in order to adopt Eq. !15" for strongly
interacting electrons: strictly speaking the derivation that
leads to Eq. !15" is not applicable here. Still we get Eq. !40"
which agrees with Eq. !15" by extending the common
fluctuation-dissipation reasoning, without the need to introduce a blend of semiclassics with Pauli exclusion factors.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a straightforward approach to the calculation of the dephasing rate within the framework of Fermi
golden rule picture, and applied it to a many-fermion system.
Starting from the quantum spectra of the environment !S̃"
and the system !P̃", the approach !termed here SP theory"
yields the dephasing rate as an integral over the frequency
transferred between system and environment during interaction processes. In the present paper, we have gone beyond
previous attempts, and considered a full many-fermion system. We have argued that this yields results which automatically incorporate the crucial physics of Pauli blocking that
serves to suppress decoherence at low temperatures. The
many-body dephasing rate can be identified as the singleparticle dephasing rate times the effective number of thermally excited particles susceptible to scattering. The use of
nonsymmetrized spectral functions provides in a natural way

the proper cutoff scheme for the frequency integral of the SP
formula, without having to invoke the ad hoc cut-off
schemes that had been introduced in previous publications.
By defining the single-particle dephasing as the manybody dephasing per particle one can bypass the need to use a
blend of semiclassics with Pauli exclusion factors. This point
of view also provides a natural bridge to the diagrammatic
approach. Indeed we have shown how the results of SP
theory can be interpreted in terms of diagrams. This has allowed us to address another question, namely, how SP theory
should be applied in a situation in which the systemenvironment coupling is no longer weak. That is the situation
relevant for electrons moving in a disordered metal, where
screening is crucial for the structure of the Nyquist noise. We
have shown that SP theory should incorporate in such a case
the full environment spectrum, alongside the noninteracting
density spectrum of the system, in agreement with the diagrammatic approach.
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APPENDIX A: THE SEMICLASSICAL PICTURE
OF DEPHASING

The notion of dephasing naturally arises in the analysis of
transport where, loosely speaking, one is interested in calculating the probability of a particle to get from one point to a
different point. Consequently the most popular definition of
the dephasing factor is based on a semiclassical picture. Using the Feynman-Vernon formalism, and adopting the notations as in Refs. 7 and 8, the propagator of the reduced probability matrix in the presence of a thermal bath is expressed
as a sum over pairs of classical trajectories

3

AaA!b exp
)
ab

−

4 3

4

S#xa$ − S#xb$
SN#xa,xb$
exp i
. !A1"
2
5
5

The dephasing factor P(!t" is defined as a number within
#0,1$ that characterizes the suppression of the off-diagonal
elements. One observes that after time t the interference contribution, that comes from the off-diagonal terms in the
double sum, is suppressed by a factor
P(!t" = e−SN#x

A,xB$

+ %&U#xa$6%U#xb$6'%,

!A2"

where 6 is the preparation of the bath. In order not to complicate the notations, the canonical average over the 6 states
is implicit. The unitary operator U#x$ generates the evolution
of the bath given that the particle goes along the trajectory
x!t". The action SN#xa , xb$ is a double time integral. Using
manipulation as in Refs. 7 and 8 one obtains the SP formula
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with the symmetrized version of S̃!q , #", and the symmetric
classical version of P̃!q , #", namely, P̃!0" of Eq. !14".
The semiclassical expression is definitely wrong for shortrange scattering at low temperatures,7,8 because it does not
reflect that closed channels cannot be excited. This problem
with the semiclassical !stationary phase" approximation is
well known in the theory of inelastic scattering.
APPENDIX B: THE PURITY-BASED DEFINITION
OF DEPHASING

The following appendix follows the presentation of Refs.
12 and 13. The natural definition for the dephasing factor
P(!t" is related to the purity trace !)2" of the reduced probability matrix. Given that the state of the system including
the environment is 7 pn, where p and n label the basis states
of the particle and the bath, respectively, the full probability
matrix is 7 pn7!p n , while the purity of the reduce probability
! !
matrix is
P(!t" = 6
=

-

2
trace!)sys
"

)

p! p"n!n"

=6

2
trace!)env
"

.

1/2
!
!
7 p!n!7 p"n!7 p"n"7 p!n"
.

APPENDIX C: THE FLUCTUATION-DISSIPATION
RELATION

The dielectric constant of a metal is defined via the linear
relation between the total electrostatic potential Utotal and an
external test-charge density )ext
Utotal =

)elct =

!4/e2"q2
Utotal
i# − Dq2

8!q, #" = 1 −
Note that
Im

The notation p ! p0 or n ! n0 implies a summation ) p!p0 or
)n!n0, respectively. The actual calculation of Pt!p , n % p0 , n0"
can be done using Fermi’s golden rule !FGR" as discussed in
the main text.
Thus we see that within the FGR framework, the purity is
simply the probability that either the system or the bath do
not make a transition. Accordingly P(!t" is essentially the
same as the survival probability P!t" of the initial state #the
first term in Eq. !B2"$. In typical circumstances the difference between P(!t" and P!t" has zero measure weight in the
dqd# integration and therefore %( can be identified with the
Wigner decay rate of system excitations.

4'4
.
i# − Dq2

!C3"

- .

4'4#
−1
#
=
.
2
2
2 *
8!q, #"
!Dq + 4'4" + #
4'4

!C4"

The interaction between the electrons and an external
electrostatic field is described by Hext = Uext)elct which can be
also written as Hext = )extU. The fluctuation-dissipation relation expresses S̃eq!q , #" using the response function 1!q , #"
that relates U to −)ext which is

1!q, #" =

-

.

4'e2
1
1−
.
2
q
8!q, #"

Namely,
S̃eq!q, #" = Im#1!q, #"$
leading to
S̃eq!q, #" *

!B2"

!C2"

and hence to Utotal = !1 / 8"Uext, where

P(!t" = Pt!p0,n0%p0,n0" + Pt!p ! p0,n0%p0,n0"
+ Pt!p0,n ! n0%p0,n0".

!C1"

For simplicity we relate here and below to one component q
of the fields. The total electrostatic potential is the sum of the
external potential Uext = !4'e2 / q2")ext and the induced potential U = !4'e2 / q2")elct, where )elct is the total density of the
electrons. The dielectric constant can be deduced from the
equations of motion ")elct / "t = −#J with J = −!4 / e2" # Utotal
− D # )elct that leads to the relation

!B1"

Assuming a factorized initial preparation as in the conventional Feynman-Vernon formalism, we propose the rate of
loss of purity as a measure for decoherence. A standard reservation applies: initial transients during which the system
gets “dressed” by the environment should be ignored as these
reflect renormalizations due to the interactions with the highfrequency modes. Other choices of initial state might involve
different transients, while the later slow approach to equilibrium should be independent of these transients. In any case
the reasoning here is not much different from the usual ideology of the Fermi golden rule, which is used with similar
restrictions to calculate transition rates between levels.
Writing the initial preparation as 7!0"
pn = $ p,p0$n,n0 and using
leading order perturbation theory, we can relate P( to the
probabilities Pt!p , n % p0 , n0" = %7 pn%2 to have a transition from
the state %p0 , n0' to the state %p , n' after time t. The derivation
is detailed in Appendix E of Refs. 12 and 13. One obtains the
result

3 4

1
4'e2
)ext .
8!q, #" q2

3

3

2
1 − e−#/T

4

2#
e2 1
.
4 q2 1 − e−#/T

!C5"

4

!C6"

!C7"

The Ohmic behavior is cutoff by %#% / 1 / *c and %q% / 1 / ",
where " = vF*c is the elastic mean free path and vF is the
Fermi velocity. Recalling the Einstein relation 4 = e23D,
where 3 = $F−1 / Ld is the density of states per unit volume, we
can write this result more conveniently as follows:
S̃eq!q, #" *

3

4

1
2#
.
3Dq2 1 − e−#/T

!C8"

Note that the electron charge e cancels out from this final
result for the Nyquist noise spectrum. This well-known fact
is due to the effects of screening. A larger value of the charge
would be canceled by a correspondingly stronger suppression of density fluctuations.
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